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The ideal ECM-solution for SAP/R3 and
mySAP.com
Many companies using SAP-applications demand a performant and easy to handle
enterprise content management system with which they can securely administer
business-related information and documents outside their SAP-environment. In
the ECM-market, windream has proven as a top modern product in long term use
at many national and international enterprises. However, SAP-users had to accept
a strict separation between their SAP-specific applications and a multitude of file
formats in the Windows world and under other operating systems until now.
Finally, this problem could be solved, because windream ScanLink closes the gap between
SAP/R3 and mySAP.com on the one hand and a convenient and easy to handle ECM-system
on the other. A complex generic interface to the SAP-world opens the door for a multitude of
new application sectors which – until now – could only be realised with enormous efforts.

windream ScanLink and ArcLink – an approved team for SAP-integrations.
With windream ScanLink, a powerful import and scan interface connection to
windream ArcLink (SAP Archive-Link BC-AL 4.5) and to the windream ECMsystem has already been available for years now. If required, documents can first
be imported into windream using the ArcLink software and can then be linked to
SAP-receipts. The result is a direct connection between SAP-specific processes
and powerful content management without any compromise, because the interface links any document archived in windream to SAP business objects.

Individual and multifunctional. The ScanLink interface offers more freedom
when starting SAP-functions. Until now, only unchangably defined SAP-function
modules could be used, e.g. to create links or to start workflows. Now, it is possible to start any remote module from windream ScanLink directly. Self-developed
modules can be addressed any time via the integrated generic programming
interface quickly and easily.

Controlled by journals. In order to process documents with windream ScanLink,
so called journals are created which contain all information on documents required
for the desired processing steps, so that e.g. a following step will apply a parameter
which was set in a previous one. In addition to this, a following step will only be
executed, if all previous ones have been processed successfully.
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As the journals contain all information required for processing, they can also be executed
independently of the creation process, e.g. at a later point of time. All functions required for
creation and execution of journals are contained in the ScanLink interface. The processing
results are also saved in journals. Incorrectly processed journals can be started again after the
error has been fixed. In this context, the software will only repeat those processes once again
which could not be processed correctly before. This method is much more time-saving.

Enhanced configuration. Enhanced configuration options now allow users
to configure a multitude of SAP-connections to different destination systems.
It is also possible to log on via a message server (load balancing). All settings
are accessible via the software interface, meaning that the system can also be
configured via a script and without having to use a specific user interface.

Startup: Push the button. Alternatively, the ScanLink user interface offers a
convenient method to view, edit and save all configuration settings. Further on,
a list of all available journals is also displayed via the interface, and it is possible
to start the processing of a journal directly from the interface.

Conclusion: Integrated software worlds. windream ScanLink exactly fulfills the requirements that users have already demanded for a long time: the
integration of different software worlds to a completely integrated system which
allows to exchange data without any restriction. With windream ScanLink, also
SAP/R3- and mySAP.com-users gain profit from the advantages of a top-class
product – without having to leave their common IT-environment they are used
to work with.

Performance features:
zz Importing any document file format into windream
zz Integration into Kofax Capture, Pixel Translations QuickScan Pro and into the
file system
zz Post-processing of incorrectly processed document stacks
zz Automatic indexing of already existing documents and linking to SAP-receipts
zz Direct access to all scanned and indexed documents in windream

If you plan to invest in an innovative, efficient and easy to handle ECM-system, or if
you need further information on how to optimise your business processes concretely,
we should get to know each other.
In the market sector of ECM-software suppliers, windream GmbH is the technologically
leading manufacturer. With the windream ECM-system based on the patented Virtual
File System technology (VFS), we have created an unrivaled tool for administering your
complete company knowledge. Our software is easy to handle, effective, and futureproof. We have 20 years experience in successful software solutions development for
enterprises of any size. Medium-sized companies and multinational corporations as
well rely on our top quality products and on our technological know-how.
Look and see!
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